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About This Game

During the cleanup work Abrix robot got stuck in a room full of containers, crates and other objects. Help him find a way out of
the room.

Abrix the robot is an addictive puzzle game for everyone. Travelling on over 70 different rooms run into various obstacles
whose removal will require to use your head.

Game features:

 70+ different rooms.

 5 levels of difficulty, from beginner's guide to extremely difficult.

 Editor of the rooms allows you to create your own puzzles.

 The opportunity to share your own rooms with your friends via the Steam Workshop.

 Saves in the Cloud Steam, achievements and Steam trading cards.

 The unique soundtrack and available DLC bonus tracks of electronic music composed by Ree-D.

The game provides over 40 hours of intellectual entertainment ranging from fairly simple puzzles, to the extremely difficult,
forcing the player to maximum effort. You can also create your own rooms with the editor, make them available in the Steam
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workshop and invite your friends to play. Challenge them and see if they solve the puzzles designed by you!
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Title: Abrix the robot
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
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EJRGames
Publisher:
EJRGames
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Very cute made and fun to play. The only sad thing is, is that its short.. A beautiful and great game that has great gameplay and a
warm, nostalgic feel to it. The game adds more to the Treasure Planet universe and allows even more storytelling if one wants to
mod it.. If Advanced Warfare was made in Unity: It Would go "Into The War" with this one

It's just too much to compare this with Advanced Warfare, it's just a simple cheap $5 game.

Really good price for a really bad quality game, still decent though.

Would rate this 8/10 for effort. really amazing game! cant wait to see the reason for having guns :). got it for free! that is why i
recommend it lol. great game fast flying bullets great sound keep you pin down if you cant see. Great game had my nephew
playing with me and he loves it since we are grown ex army folks.. New graphics engine and total redesign - BAH - the same
game everytime. The "AI" has no "I" artificial or otherwise, get used to the the faces of Dovi & Marc because they are
ALWAYS going to be with you on the podium.
I think perhaps Code Masters should be given the license to try and make a game that has a bit more substance.
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Deus Ex Machina 2 is the sequel to a game made back in the 1980's. It's predecessor being made for the ZX Spectrum and
Commodore 64.

The original was a breakthrough as it added realistic audio to a game via an audio tape, which had to be played at the right
moment.

This game, if you can call it that, is a masterpiece, an artwork. Not necessarily a game, but an inlook into birth, life, love, hatred,
and death.

It's a game series with cult status. A game that I grew up with as a parent loved the original.

I would recommend that you try this game out if you have a couple extra quid to spare, but I would recommend the original
first. Some good ZX Spectrum emulators still are out there.

A masterpiece.
. can anyone help me out why does it say to be counted why does it say that
. Fun, and captures the feel of Rorschach and Nite Owl pretty well. Could be better, but it's good.. Great adventure, well
directed, good production values. And it has dinosaurs! What could be better than that?. This game has less content than a flash
game.
If it was $1.50 i'd have no problem, but $7 US is a joke.
Game looks and runs great, just feels like a demo.

Back to Ur-Quan Masters, seeya.. I liked the short story and it had great visuals, but La Peri is way to short for $9.00. I will be
looking forwards to seeing other productions if they are able to produce a longer story for my money.. Indie Game Battle:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Take control of some of your favourite Indie characters and get REAAADY TOOO BAAATTLEE!

Indie Game Battle is a multiplayer game (up to 8 characters) inspired by the Super Smash bros series but with Indie characters.
The current version (Early Access) has 17 playable characters with 19 different arenas to choose from. In the final version, it is
predicted to have over 60 characters with a large number of levels.

You can go straight to battle or get a bit of practice by using the training facility where you are going to learn as many moves as
you can by hitting this poor little cushion with his tongue hanging out on the side of its face! A story mode will be available in
the final version of the game. Survival is the only game mode available at this stage.

I actually enjoy the gameplay so far, it is not perfect but it is playable and fun. You will be able to perform normal, smash and
special attacks, taunt your enemies and block destructive blows. Quite competitive, actually, and shows good potential.

The graphics are nice and I would recommend using a gamepad to play this game.

Positives:
~~~~~~~

- Good graphics
- Fun and competitive
- Playable Characters based on Indie games
- Achievements

Negatives:
~~~~~~~~

- Needs more content

As I mentioned above, this game shows great potential and I look forward to the final release.
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Key provided by developer/publisher for review purposes. Any opinions expressed are entirely my own!
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